We present a method for 
Introduction
We describe a method for using two-dimensional shape information t o determine the location of a mobile robot with respect t o some visual landmark in the world. The task is for the robot to navigate to a specified target or landmark in its visual field, possibly in the presence of obstacles. The landmark is initially specified either by marking some portion of an image (containing the landmark) or by providing a prior model. The location of the landmark with respect to the robot is recovered from the change in apparent size and position of the landmark in the image, as a function of the motion of the robot. The size and position of the landmark are determined by comparing two-dimensional shapes from successive images taken as the robot moves.
The key aspects of the method are, tance) and bearing (orientation), rather than world coordinates.
2.
The range and bearing are calculated using the change in size and location of the object in the image, as a function of the translation and rotation of the robot. The methods do not require prior camera calibration.
The identification of the landmark in the image data is performed by comparing two-dimensional
shapes that can translate and scale, without the use of three-dimensional shape information. The range and bearing to the landmark are used to predict its size and location in the image as the robot moves, in order to speed up the processing.
Our approach differs from much of the previous work in visually guided robot navigation since it uses recognition of a specific object in the world instead of extracting some more global image properties; see, for example, the use of stereo in [2] . While this only gives us essentially a single depth reading, it allows us to concentrate on the landmark, and so obtain a high degree of overall accuracy in motion, as we continually confirm that we are on track towards the specified target. One consequence of this is that the method can handle highly cluttered scenes. In contrast with work such as [SI, we do not construct any explicit threedimensional models. Our work also complements the system described in [7] for finding distinctive landmarks along a route, by providing an effective means of navigating from one landmark to the next.
The basic configuration of our system is a camera mounted on a wheeled robot (developed by [4] ) that moves across a relatively flat surface. The camera is mounted at a fixed position on the robot, with its focal point at approximately the center of rotation of the robot, its optic axis approximately in the direction of forward motion of the robot, and its image plane approximately perpendicular to the ground plane. The camera may therefore move perpendicularly to its image plane, or rotate about its focal point.
The overall operation of the navigation method consists of the following steps: (1) grab an image of the current visual field of the robot, ( 2 ) use a twodimensional model to localize the landmark in the current image (this shape comparison is currently done off-board on a Sun SPARCstation), (3) compute the range and bearing using the localized landmark and the robot motion since the previous image was taken, (4) construct a new two-dimensional model to use in localizing the landmark in the next image, and (5) command the robot to make the next motion (a forward motion or a rotation), whereupon return to step 1. Initially we will describe the method assuming that the robot stops moving during steps 1-4, but in practice these operations actually happen concurrently with the robot motion. We have experimented extensively with the navigation system, and it generally can successfully bring the robot into contact with a target that is approximately half a meter in each dimension.
Determining the range to the landmark
In this section we describe the method used to compute the range, T , to a landmark, and discuss the as- The quantity T = m/(s -1) depends only on the size change s and the distance moved m, but not the camera parameters. Implicitly, however, the accuracy of the range measurement depends on the motion being nearly directly towards the landmark. This is because T only measures the actual range t o the landmark when the motion is directly towards the object is small or far away), the landmark projects directly onto the optical center, and this assumption is not necessary. When D is nonzero and the landmark is in a plane that is not perpendicular to the direction of motion (or is not planar) there will be error in computing the range. These two sources of inaccuracy thus lead to a navigation strategy of heading directly towards the landmark, so that the resulting errors are small.
Centering the landmark in the image
The above method for computing the range to a landmark requires centering the landmark in the image, so that the robot can head directly towards the a43 of rotations that occur with our camera, which has a visual angle of f15'. of the camera. We do not assume that f is known, but rather determine it from the motion of the landmark in the image as a function of the rotation of the camera. The initial estimate of f is obtained by rotating the camera a known amount, and is then refined during subsequent motion towards the landmark, until the robot is close enough that perspective effects and other sources of error become significant. Figure 2 illustrates the manner in which we compute an approximation t o f by rotating the camera some known amount about the focal point. Consider a point X in the world that projects to a point z in the image. If the camera is rotated about the focal point by some amount 0, then X will project to some new location x' in the resulting image. Let cp be the angle between the optic axis of the rotated camera and the line (where 0 is the focal point of the camera).
Let $J = 0 + cp be the angle b e t w c the optic axis of the original camera and the line X O .
We know that tan(@) = x/f and tan(cp) = x'/f, and hence
This can be used to approximate f by noting that
This approximation is close when cos(@ -cp) >> sin($)sin(cp) which clearly holds when $ and cp are both small, and which holds very well over the range
Locating the landmark in the image
As the robot moves, the landmark changes size and position in the camera image. After every motion, the robot recomputes the range and bearing to the landmark so that it may adjust its course, in order to ensure that it continues to move directly towards the landmark.
The robot's time frame is divided into time steps; each time step corresponds to the robot completing a motion (either a forward translation or a rotation). At the beginning of time step t, the robot has a model of the landmark object Mt, an estimate rt of the range to the landmark, and the position xt of the landmark in the camera image (i.e. the bearing t o the landmark). It performs some motion, then acquires a new frame from the camera and detects the intensity edges (using a detector similar to [l] ). This produces a binary edge image It+l, in which the robot must locate the landmark, using its previous model M t .
Since the robot has moved, the landmark will have moved (translated) in the image. It will also have enlarged, as the robot is getting closer to it. Also, if the robot rotates, or does not move directly towards the landmark, then the landmark may appear to scale slightly in x. We therefore search for a transformation T = (pz,py,sz,sv) of the model, where each point w = (wz,wy) of Mt is mapped to T(w) = (szwz + p z , sywy + p , ) . The difference between se and sy will generally be small, as the primary influence on these scale values is the overall enlarging of the landmark as the robot approaches.
The stages in the processing of It+l are as follows.
First, the robot uses the information that it knew from the previous time step (the size and position of the landmark) together with its knowledge of the motion it performed to estimate a new size and position, and searches around that location for a section of It+l which closely resembles Mt. It searches for the scaling and translation of Mt which brings it into the best possible alignment with It+l. Next, the p , component of this transformation is converted into the new bearing to the landmark and the scale value sy is used to determine the new estimate of the range to the landmark, as described in Equation 1; it has now computed rt+l and zt+l. The robot then builds a new model of the landmark, Mt+l, by simply cutting out a rectangular box around the location in It+l where M t was found, determines what motion should be carried out next, and proceeds.
The similarity measure which is used to determine the location and scale of the landmark in It+l is the Hausdorff distance, as described in [3] . A possible source of inaccuracy in the computation of the range and bearing arises from the fact that the image of the landmark may change shape in ways other than translation and scaling. In particular, perspective effects and the fact that different parts of the object will be visible in successive images will result in changes in the image shape. The Hausdorff distance shape comparison method is less sensitive to errors in the locations of individual features than are methods based on correspondences between a small number of features (where errors in a few features may cause a significant error in the shape comparison). Using this method, we have found the effects of perspective and correspondence to be negligible until the camera is quite close to the object (within a meter or so using a camera with a 16 mm lens and an image width of about f15"), as will be seen in the experimental results section below.
Briefly, the Hausdorff distance comparison method searches the space of translations and scales for transformations which make as many transformed model features as possible lie close to features of the image, and vice versa. In this case, features are edge pixels. This search can be performed very efficiently using methods described in [3] and [5] .
The overall navigation method
Initially the robot grabs an image of the visual field which is presumed to contain the landmark. An initial model is given, which consists of a set of twodimensional intensity edges (as discussed above this model can be extracted from an image of the scene, or can be obtained in some other manner such as from a modeling system). The navigation process is divided into an initialization stage and an approach stage. In the initialization stage a crude approximation to the range is obtained and the focal length of the camera is estimated. In the approach stage, the robot moves in a direction that is the current best estimate of the heading to the landmark, and updates the range and focal length values, as well as computing some other quantities discussed below. The approach stage is divided into steps, where at each step the robot grabs an image of the visual field and matches a model from the previous step to this image, in order to update the range and bearing estimates.
In the initialization stage, the robot makes two pre-programmed movements in order to calculate the range to the landmark and the focal length of thc camera. Before the robot executes either of these movements, an image is grabbed and the initial landmark model is matched to this image, in order to determine the initial size. The robot then moves forward a known distance, currently 50cm, and grabs another image. The initial model is matched to this image; this yields the scale change s of the landmark over a 50cm motion, and thus the range to the landmark, using Equation 1. A new model is generated by selecting the rectangular portion of the image where the landmark was found.
The robot then executes the second of the preprogrammed initialization movements, in order to estimate the focal length of the camera. The robot rotates a known amount, currently 8 degrees, in the direction that would result in the landmark being closer to the center of the image frame, and grabs an image. After matching the new model to the image, the robot uses the amount of rotation and the landmark's change in 2-position in the image to calculate an estimate of the camera's focal length, as described by Equation 2.
The robot then rotates to center the landmark in the frame.
At this point, the landmark is centered in the image frame, and the robot enters the approach phase in which it proceeds towards the object. Ideally, moving forward when the landmark is centered in the image frame should always keep the robot on a direct course, until the robot eventually makes contact with the landmark. However, factors such as the object not being completely centered and the robot not moving exactly as commanded may cause the landmark to drift off center in the frame. During the approach, the landmark may drift in the frame, signifying that the robot is slightly off target. Before each forward motion, the robot therefore calculates how much rotation is required to center the landmark in the frame, and performs this rotation simultaneously with the forward motion.
During each step of the approach process, the scale change between the current image and the previous image is computed. Rather than simply computing the range from this scale change, the scale changes for the last several images are combined in order to produce a more accurate estimate of the range. That is, the overall scale change across the sequence of images and the total motion during that sequence are used to compute the range from Equation 1. All of the images taken since the last rotation of the robot are used in this computation.
Concurrent moving and matching
In practice, the amount of time required to grab an image, extract its edges, and perform a matching step is usually about 3-4 seconds on a Sun 670. At the robot's usual translational velocity, this corresponds t o about 20cm of forward motion. We can therefore improve the overall speed of the process by performing motion and matching in parallel: the robot grabs a frame, and begins searching for the landmark. It simultaneously begins moving forward. Usually, the search locates the landmark within a few seconds.
The robot knows the range and bearing to the landmark that it had when it grabbed that frame. It can therefore predict the current range and bearing, and compute a rotation which will keep the landmark centered (and the robot on course). It can then update its model, execute this rotation (while continuing to move forward), grab another image, and begin another matching step.
In order to ensure that the robot does not go too far off course by continuing to move far away from the location where the last matched image was grabbed, we set a "safe distance" limit (currently 20cm) on the distance that it is allowed t o travel while processing a match. In almost all cases, the robot completes the matching step before traveling this far; it therefore rarely has t o stop moving.
Obstacle avoidance
The obstacle avoidance algorithm was added to handle the case when there are obstacles in the robot's path to the landmark. We assume that the obstacles do not interfere with the camera's line of sight to the landmark, but just impede the robot's path. We also assume that the surfaces of the obstacles are flat. A simple strategy is used t o determine the surface orientation from the robot's bumpers, once it has made contact with an obstacle. The robot then moves along this surface until the obstacle is cleared (as indicated by sonar).
During this process, the robot maintains (using odometry) the angle and distance traveled since first contact with the obstacle. From these parameters and the previous range to the landmark, the robot calculates the expected range and bearing t o the target, and rotates t o that bearing. The robot then grabs an image, locates the landmark, recenters, and resumes the approach.
Partial matching
As the robot approaches the object, the landmark gets larger in the image frame, and at some range portions of the landmark may begin to fall outside the frame. When this happens, the model from a given step will not match the image at the next step (after a forward motion) very well, because parts of the object will be missing. At this point, the matching process is changed to allow for partial matches of the model by allowing the Hausdorff distance search method t o locate poorer matches than were previously required.
The navigation system goes into the partial matching phase once the robot has gotten close enough t o the object that part of it lies close to the boundary of the image frame (within 15 pixels of any border). In addition, the robot moves smaller intervals between successive images (the safe distance is reduced), since the shape change in the landmark is relatively great when the robot is close.
Some experimental results
Here we describe the results of some experiments we have performed using this technique. In each case, the robot was started some distance away from the landmark, with the landmark in view. The user then outlined a rectangular area which enclosed the landmark; this was used as the first model. Figure 3 shows an example of the robot navigating to its target, one of the lab's other mobile robots. Only the top portion of the robot is initially visible, so this is used as the initial model. Note that the images are quite cluttered. Each line of the figure contains three images: the image acquired by the robot at that time step ( I t ) , the model from the previous time step overlaid on the image at the location where it was found ( M t -l overlaid on I t ) , and the model extracted from the image ( M t ) .
Images 1 , 2 and 3 show the initial calibration movements described in Section 5. Image 1 is the image seen before any movement. It does not have a previous model, so no overlay is shown; the original image is shown instead. Image 2 is after a forward movement of 50cm to determine the initial range, and Image 3 is after the 8" rotation to determine the camera focal length. Image 4 is at a position intermediate between the initial position and the first obstacle. Image 5 is just before the robot makes contact with the first obstacle; Image 6 is just after it has cleared that obstacle. Images 7 and 8 bracket the avoidance of the second obstacle. Image 9 is intermediate between Image 8 and the location of the landmark. Image 10 was taken just before the robot made contact with the target. The total distance traveled was 9m; 43 images in total were processed. The time between images acquisitions in these examples was typically around 5 seconds, and the forward movement between acquisitions was usually slightly less than 20cm, so the robot was usually able t o begin the next movement without actually coming to a stop. If the robot encountered an obstacle and had to navigate around it, this of course took more time. 
Summary
ple, not requiring complex representations of objects, or accurate calibration of the camera system.
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We have presented a method for using visual information to navigate a mobile robot to a landmark in its visual field. The method operates by comparing two-dimensional edge images in order to recover the change in location and size of the landmark in the image as the robot moves. The change in image location is used to keep the landmark centered in the robot's visual field (and thereby keep the robot moving straight towards the landmark). The change in image scale is used to estimate the range to the landmark.
The method does not make use of world coordinates, or of any explicit three-dimensional information. The robot always maintains an estimate of the range and bearing to the landmark from the last place that a picture was taken, and updates that estimate after each successive image is obtained. The method has been used in our laboratory to control a mobile robot, and has been successful in a large number of instances. The matching technique is fast enough (on a SPARCstation) that it can run concurrently with the motion of the robot. Overall, the method is quite sim-
